
The Making Of Welcome To Paradise Road

Songwriter's Commentary by Alun Parry

Start : a totally different tune. Pretty different words too. First spark 
of the idea. But the title is there

1.13 the chorus. Not far off. That came quick!

1.25 silence. Thinking

1.40 the chorus happens. Notice the pause before the final line. 
This is literally being written as I sing. The pause is me thinking 
what the final line could be.

2.28 verse attempt. Alternative tune.

3.00 check out the beat boxing.

3.31 Bridge. The key idea. But tune not write. A bit cabaret.

3.45 guitar for the First Time.

4.30 these words are happening in the moment. Writing on the fly.

5.20 written on the fly. Hence the nur nur nur from time to time.

6.18 another attempt at the bridge. Playing with the core idea.

6.35 here is the bridge chorus happening for the first time!

7.45 settled on the bridge.

8.00 still on the wrong tune for the verse.

8.30 Aha! This tune development is the first time I write what ends 
up as the second half of the final verse.



9.20 now the words are happening too. Even though I don't end up 
keeping them.

12.00 still stuck on the chorus and Bridge.

12.44 in the kitchen. Soup boiling. Dancing about playing the bass 
guitar with my mouth.

13.23 bit of mouth electric guitar. But still playing with the tune I'm 
not going to use.

13.51 fetishes?!

14.20 trying out a lot of ideas here.

15.15 experimenting with chorus tune.

15.57 filling the kettle. My soup must be nearly ready.

16.19 kettle nearly boiled.

16.38 second half of the verse start is bedded in. Trying out lyrics.

17.00 slurp of the Soup. Lyrics ideas.

17.24 still on the wrong tune Al. Move on.

17.45 la la la. Losing the words can free stuff up sometimes.

18.47 a completely new tune attempt.

19.00 Aha! The guitar! And the verse tune happens for the first time!
but not quite done. But this is it. A key moment!

20.18 another key moment! Got the end of the verse tune for the 
first time.

20.50 no words really yet. Just the opening lines.



22.50 more words happening!

25.35 still trying to improvise the words. Often the best way. Just be 
in it. Keep repeating and see what comes out.

27.28 had an idea for lyrics. Many of these ideas got in somehow.

27.58 silly voice. Made Emma Laugh.

28.05 guitar back out. Tune not quite right though. 

28.45 getting close!

32.00 just playing with it now. Getting a feel for it.

34.12 it's out of tune. My voice that is. I've forgotten the tune.

34.45 got it back. Phew!

36.00 still no verse lyrics. But the tune is now sorted. 
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